
How to Make a Better World by Keilly Swift 

ISBN:   9780241412206      SCIS: 1958470 

If you are a kid with big dreams and a passion for what is right, you're a 
world-changer in the making. There's a lot that can be changed by just 
one person, if you know what to do. Start by making yourself into the 
awesome person you want to be by learning all about self-care and  
kindness. Using those skills, work your way up to creating activist      
campaigns to tackle climate change or social injustice. 

This fun and inspiring guide to making the world a better place and    
becoming a good citizen is packed with ideas and tips for kids who want 
to know how to make a difference. Through ideas as small as creating a 
neighbourhood lending library to as important as public speaking and 
how to talk about politics, How to Make a Better World is a practical 
guide to activism for awesome kids.  

Primary Non Fiction 
Book of the Month 

Anzac Girl: The War Diaries of Alice Ross-King by Kate Simpson  
and Illustrated by Jess Racklyeft 

ISBN:   9781760637019     SCIS:  1948528 

It was 1914 when Sister Alice Ross-King left Australia for the war. Nursing 
was her passion - all she had ever wanted to do. But Alice couldn't have 
imagined what she would see. She served four long years and was brave, 
humble and endlessly compassionate. 

Using extracts from Alice's actual diaries kept in the Australian War    
Memorial, this story captures the danger, the heartache and the history 
of the young nurse who would one day become the most decorated 
woman in Australia. 

Teacher’s Tips, prepared by the publisher, are available on our website for 
this title.  



Fantastic Facts About:  Australia's Amazing Inventions by Frances Payne 

ISBN:  9781922322029   SCIS:   1956944 

From the scientific discoveries made by the Indigenous Australians living  
thousands of years ago, right up to the wonders of Wi-Fi, the technology that 
Australians continue to invent is used by people around the world. Whether 
it's medicines from local plants, or ways to keep babies safe while travelling in 
cars, there are lots of inventions to find out about in this book. 

FANTASTIC FACTS ABOUT 
How much do you really know about Australia? Did you know that the whole continent is on the 
move, or that Aussies were the first to use penicillin? Dip in anywhere throughout this series to 
find masses of mini articles on everything you could want to know about Australia.  

Fantastic Facts About:  Australia's Intriguing Past by Frances Payne 

ISBN:  9781922322043    SCIS:   1956946 

Convicts and bushrangers, pirates and princes, they have all had a part to play 
in Australia's past. The history of the Indigenous Australians goes back for over 
60,000 years, a length of time that is so vast it is difficult to comprehend. Find 
out the stories of all these people in this book, and discover how they have 
left their mark on today's Australia.  

Fantastic Facts About: Australia's Remarkable Places  by Frances Payne 

ISBN: 9781922322050     SCIS:   1956948 

Where can you go to see what the Earth might have looked like billions of 
years ago? Outback Australia has some of the oldest landscapes in the world, 
with meteor craters that cover tens of kilometres. In this book you will also 
discover the ghost towns and underground communities that all help to make 
Australia such an interesting place to live or to visit. 

Fantastic Facts About: Australia's Extraordinary Animals by Frances Payne 

ISBN: 9781922322036     SCIS:   1956945 

Everyone connects kangaroos with Australia, but there are many more weird 
and wonderful creatures to discover in this book. Whether they are lurking in 
the water, hidden underground or coming face-to-face with you in the desert, 
each Aussie animal is astonishing in its own way.  




